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Abstrat

PLANET is an integrated software pakage aiding several steps of the transmis-

sion network planning, as well as the traÆ simulation. The database of PLANET

onsists of the strutural and the ost models of the transmission systems, the

topologial alternatives, the iruit routing and grouping rules, et. The topo-

logial and transmission plans of the networks are obtained based on the traÆ

planning results heked by simulation and they are stored systematially with the

input data in the database of plans. The results desribe the network topology, the

iruit routes meeting di�erent kinds of routing onditions, the grouping solutions

and the equipment assignments to the iruit demands of di�erent servies. The

users of PLANET are provided with lists and graphial doumentation that an

be diretly used in the development of the network. The global struture of the

software pakage as well as the algorithms of spei� phases are disussed and the

results obtained by the appliation of PLANET are demonstrated.

�

The development of PLANET was supported in part by the National Committee for Tehnologial

Development under the projet G1-21-180/1990.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The preliminary steps towards the establishment of PLANET were taken about 15-

20 years ago, when the �rst traÆ planning pakages were developed at the researh

institute of the Hungarian PTT ([1℄-[2℄). The Tehnial University of Budapest (TUB)

joined these ativities in 1979. The �rst program pakages developed at TUB aimed at

solving the long-term topologial planning issues ([5℄) and they were based on Minoux's

results ([3℄-[4℄).

Sine 1986 the digitalization of the Hungarian transmission network has been arried

out and the Institute of Communiation Eletronis of TUB has taken an ative part in

the determination of the digital target network.

After this ommon experiene the development of PLANET (PLAnning of ommu-

niation NETworks) was started in 1989 and it has been applied in network planning

at the PKI Teleommuniation Development Institute of Hungarian Teleom Company

(PKI-TDI) sine 1991.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Setion II the basi planning obje-

tives and the requirements of software development are summarized. The arhiteture

of PLANET is introdued from the user's point of view in Setion III. In the following

two setions the basi planning phases (topologial optimization and iruit routing in

Setion IV and grouping and equipment assignment in Setion V ) are disussed in de-

tails. In Setion VI the main planning proesses are introdued, in Setion VII some

appliations of PLANET are mentioned. Finally in Setion VIII and IX the ongoing

developments are listed and the paper is onluded.
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II. PLANNING OBJECTIVES

The objetive of the transmission network planning phase is to �nd the optimal network

development taking into aount the inrease and hanging of the iruit demand, the

available transmission media and equipment in the given time and in the future, as well

as the tehnial and geographial onstraints. This planning aim requires a long-term

vision of the network and the determination of a development senario at the same time.

The aim of PLANET is to assist the planners of interurban and metropolitan area

trunk networks in this planning proess where the long-term, medium-term and short-

term planning steps ompose onseutive and onsistent ativities.

The long-term (10-15 year) plans basially determine the target network and de�ne

strategi plans onsidering the atual planning issues (digitalization, introdution and

deployment of SDH, et.). The medium-term (3-5 year) plans identify the steps towards

the target network while the short term (1-2 year) plans are diretly applied to the

preparation of investments of the near future taking into aount the atual tehnologial

and �nanial opportunities and onstraints.

The omplexity of the network planning neessitates the partition of the planning

proess even in the ase of more powerful omputer tools so the planning ativities that

must be aided over a great number of steps inluding the traÆ planning, the topologial

optimization, the iruit routing, the iruit grouping and the equipment assignment as

well as the doumentation of the planning results.

The basi requirement determining the development of PLANET has been the re-

alization of the whole planning proess in an integrated frame whih makes possible to

improve the planning and analysis tools in a step by step manner.

The opportunities in Hungary in the 80s and the possible appliation of PLANET

at PKI-TDI have led to the PC-based implementation of the software pakage.
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The planning proess inludes not only a series of onseutive planning steps, but in

order to evaluate di�erent senarios it must provide the planner with a great number of

results orresponding to di�erent onditions and solutions of the given planning issues or

steps. A onsequene of this planning feature is that the handling of the di�erent planning

alternatives and the great number of planning steps, as well as the presentation of results

and planning onditions involves a lot of programs, �les, numerial and graphial results

whih must be handled in all phases of the planning proess. In order to rid the planner

of the omputer appliation questions the menu-driven, window-based and hidden �le

aess software realization has been deided.

III. THE ARCHITECTURE OF PLANET

In order to ful�ll the above requirements PLANET onsists of �ve major elements.

These elements an be identi�ed as database, planbase, network modelling, transmission

planning and network analysis funtions. The onnetions among them are visualized in

Figure 1. Three di�erent omponents must be distinguished onerning the PLANET

arhiteture. The �rst one is the entral role of the modeling, the seond one is the

information organized into two groups of data desribing the planning inputs and results,

and �nally, the third one is the ativities of user divided into planning and analysis works.

A. Database

The database omprises the data that are used for the onstrution of several network

models. The database is formed by the following types of data:

- equipment type and data,

- ost models of transmission lines,

- node (demand termination and transmission points) data,

- topology,
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- grouping levels, grouping rules,

- routing rules.

The database allows the user to de�ne inputs that an be generally used in several

planning steps. Naturally, the PLANET frame helps the adequate appliation of the

di�erent input data in every planning and analysis phase. The orret hoie of database

elements is assured by speial parameters as tehnology (e.g.: analog, digital, mixed) and

appliation �eld (e.g.: Budapest, interurban) assoiated with eah database elements.

B. Planbase

The planbase de�nes a plan hierarhy of three levels: plangroups, plans and plan versions.

The plangroups refer to the type of plans as "interurban", "Budapest", et., so the inputs

of a plangroup an be hosen only from a given part of the database. The plans are based

on the same node lists in order to avoid the onfusion of the input data of di�erent origin,

so the plans an be used for the investigation of the possible senarios. Finally, the plan

versions omprise the inputs and results of di�erent studies of the same planning problem

with similar input data.

In the planbase this hierarhy and the new elements of this hierarhy are stored

without the user's interation, sine beause of the hidden �les the users an aess them

only through properly de�ned interfaes. The textual and graphial doumentation of

every plangroup, plan or plan version an be produed independently from the planning

proess.

C. TraÆ data preparation

In the reent version of PLANET the traÆ planning step is arried out by other program

pakages whih are not implemented within the frame of PLANET. However, the results

of these ativities are introdued into the PLANET planbase, the iruit demands of
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di�erent servies are taken into aount as �x values in di�erent units (e.g. 2Mbps,

34Mbps). During the traÆ data preparation the ombined iruit deman is determined,

and the further topologial and transmission planning steps are based on these input

data.

D. Transmission planning

The transmission planning phase omprises the topologial planning, the routing, the

grouping and the equipment assignment steps. The input data of these steps are the

iruit demands generated by the traÆ planning phase, the geographial onstraints

(rivers, mountains, et.) given by the possible edges of the network, the ost models of

the nodes and the (optial and mirowave) transmission lines, the routing rules (seurity

requirements) for every demand lass (telephone, data, et.) and the grouping rules.

The results provided by this phase are the network topology, the routes of the iruits,

the grouping (multiplexing) of iruits and the assignment of equipment to the demands.

All the results an be obtained in a textual and graphial form.

E. Network analysis

Aording to the prinipal funtions of PLANET there are planning utilities whih make

it possible for the user to hek the results of eah planning step. This analysis part is

omposed of the traÆ plan evaluation (simulation and analytial methods) and of the

reliability quali�ation.

Up to now only the traÆ simulation tool has been implemented in the frame of

PLANET, although there are existing programs for reliability, dependability analysis of

transmission network and for traÆ analysis. The �rst one is omposed of the state spae

generation of a trunated reliability model, for the alulation of reliability parameters

supposing the Markov property as well as for bounding network reliability parameters
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(RELNET, [7℄). The traÆ analysis program alulates the traÆ loss of the hierarhial

traÆ routing system.

The simulation part of PLANET is based on OMNET (Objetive Modular Network

Testbed), a general purpose objet oriented modular strutured simulation testbed ([8℄).

Using this simulation tool, performane parameters an be obtained for the networks

with hierarhial traÆ routing and the traÆ properties of exhanges an be analyzed.

IV. TOPOLOGICAL OPTIMIZATION AND CIRCUIT ROUTING

A. Basi network model

There are di�erent models applied in the di�erent phases of PLANET. Here only the

ommon priniples of these models are summarized.

For the present appliation of PLANET the teleommuniation network is modeled

by a simple undireted graph where only one edge exists between every node pair.

The edges of the graph orrespond to the links of the network. Four elements of

the ost model are taken into aount for eah edge (see [3℄-[5℄); the �x, the length-

dependent, the apaity-dependent and the ost- and apaity-dependent omponents of

the ost funtion. Both the length and the apaity dependenies are alulated in linear

manner.

The nodes of the graph orrespond to the transmission demand endpoints (more than

one is allowed on one site), the onnetion points (the demand endpoints are onneted

to the network via these points) and the topologial points.

The demand endpoints represent the terminals of the di�erent kinds of servies.

The onnetion points play a multiple role in the network modeling sine they

- generalize the simple graph assumption sine in this manner the optial and mi-

rowave links an be modeled between any given node pair,
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- make possible to share the osts assoiated with the nodes and links in the topolog-

ial optimization phase and so the planner an investigate di�erent ost-rates between

the optial and the mirowave transmissions,

- provide opportunity to model the di�erent multiplexing and demultiplexing levels

at the di�erent nodes in the grouping step.

The appliation of onnetion points in the modeling of nodes and links in PLANET

is depited in Figure 2, where node 1 represents a demand termination point with its

optial and mirowave onnetion points, and node 2 shows the role of a topologial point.

The plaements of multiplex and line terminating equipment demonstrate the allowable

grouping ondition, where the higher level transitions an eliminate the unneessary

equipment.

The topologial points represent the ross-points of links where no demand termina-

tion and no transmission equipment exist.

B. Topologial optimization

The objetive of the topologial planning phase within the whole planning proess is

to �nd the ost-optimal struture of the network ful�lling the iruit demand require-

ments and taking into aount the tehnologial opportunities as well as the tehnial

(reliability, et.) and geographial onstraints.

The implemented method is based on Minoux's edge elimination tehnique [(3)-(4)℄,

in whih di�erent ost parameters are taken into onsideration. For this purpose there

is no meaning of the distintion of the di�erent demand termination points in one site

so these points are merged into a single one with ombined demand.

The topologial planning phase implemented in PLANET an be divided into steps,

namely:

- the initial graph generation,
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- the preproessing of the graph onsidering unirouting requirements (i.e. only one

route is required between two demand termination points),

- the optimization ore with unirouting,

- the postoptimization of the above result,

- the addition of edges in order to ful�ll multirouting requirements.

In priniple, the preproessing algorithm starts from a omplete graph. In pratie,

the signi�ant part of edges must be missing from the graph beause of the topologial

and the tehnial onstraints. The method of generation of the initial graph is based on

the partition of the nodes into subsets, whih handles the topologial and the tehno-

logial onditions (e.g. the latter means that the optial and mirowave onnetion and

topologial points an be onneted only to the other points of the same type).

All subgraphs de�ned by the given subset of nodes form a omplete subgraph gener-

ated automatially by PLANET. The onnetion among the subgraphs an be obtained

by de�ning nodes belonging to more than one subsets, by the automati introdution

of edges in a given site (among the demand endpoints and the onnetion nodes), and

there are manual opportunities for the addition or removal of edges between any node

pairs, as well. Using this tehnique, the generation of the initial graph is very exible,

every topologial and tehnial aspet an be handled, and the number of edges an be

signi�antly redued.

In order to �nd the ost-optimal solution, the elimination of the edges from the initial

graph is performed by three algorithms, namely the preproessing, the optimization and

the postoptimization. In the implemented version the routing rule for all of them is

unirouting.

In the preproessing step the less eonomial edges are eliminated from the initial

graph using a simple and quik heuristi method. The saving is alulated individually

for eah edge from the estimated maximum apaity in a supposed optimal solution and
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from the ost of the shortest roundabout route of the given edge (see [3℄).

The optimization ore is a step-by-step edge elimination algorithm based on a one-

level deep, greedy implementation of a branh and bound solution ([3℄). The lower

bound of the saving is alulated for eah edge supposing that it is removed. The edge

for whih the saving is maximum is eliminated and the new routes are determined after

every elimination. The proedure stops when the maximum of the lower bounds is

not positive or the demands an not be routed. At the suessive steps the number of

investigated edges and the number of alulated rooted minimal trees are redued by

using the previous information (saving, hanging of demands realized on the edge).

The post optimization is similar to the optimization ore, but it is based on the exat

alulation of saving after the removal of every edge. The gain in ost is usually not

too signi�ant, but the number of edges an be a little dereased. This step an be

also speeded up by taking into aount the previous information about the edges to be

investigated.

The three optimization steps an be ompared from two points of view. Considering

the speed of the algorithms the basi element of them is the generation of rooted minimal

trees. This step must be performed only one in the whole preproessing step in order to

determine the unirouting of demands; one after every edge removal in the optimization

ore in order to update the minimal routing; and one for eah edge in every elimination

yle in the postoptimization step in order to determine the impat of the investigated

edge on the network ost.

The other aspet of evaluating of the steps an be de�ned as the removing e�et

of them. The experienes for both the Hungarian bakbone and Budapest networks

were similar, sine in order to obtain useful results, the initial graphs were generated

with about ten times more edges than the supposed resulting one, the parameters of

the preproessing step were de�ned to make possible the elimination of about 70% of
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the edges, the optimization ore redued the number of edges with about 20% and the

postoptimization an drop out about 1% of the original number of edges.

After �nding the (sub)optimal graph with an unirouting assumption, the further

objetive of topologial planning is to inrease the onnetivity of the graph in order

to ful�ll the seurity requirements. The usual seurity tehniques (diversed routing,

stand-by network) need at least double onnetivity for the demand termination points.

Sine the extension of the topology optimization for multirouting inreased the run-

ning time very signi�antly, and usually the quite trivial introdution of few edges ould

result in a graph of high enough onnetivity, in PLANET an interative method has

been implemented. The applied method allows the user to hek the ful�llment of the

de�ned onnetivity for all node pairs and to add and delete edges with graphial user

interfae where it is neessary. The graphial interfae an be applied during the whole

planning proess in order to display the atual resulting graph, as well.

C. Routing

After the determination of the network topology the optimal routing of iruits is derived

aording to the routing rules assoiated to the onnetion points of every pair of demand

endpoints.

The routing rules de�ne the number of neessary edge or node disjoint paths, as well

as the sharing of the demand among the paths.

In the reent version of PLANET there an be di�erent routing rules for the the

demands of di�erent servies and the user an also introdue speial requirements for

the individual demands. The minimal uni- or multiroutes are determined without edge

apaity onstraints, but there are also further opportunities for the interative modi�-

ation of the previously obtained routes.
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V. GROUPING AND ASSIGNMENT

The results of the optimization of the network struture and the routing of iruit de-

mands are �xed for a longer period and this planning phase is followed by the more

detailed desription of the shorter time network plan.

A. Grouping

The �rst step of the detailed transmission planning phase is the grouping of iruit

demands. The objetive of this step is de�ned as the determination of the optimal

multiplexing and demultiplexing solution of iruit demands at the nodes of the network.

The optimum of grouping an be identi�ed in some ases in the total ost of the

network, the total ost of the transmission systems, the reliability of the routing via the

transmission systems.

The input of grouping is the given routing of iruits via the links of the network.

The routing whih was determined in the topologial planning phase is �xed during this

planning step.

The demands of di�erent servies an be handled in di�erent units orresponding to

the hierarhy of the module levels of the transmission systems.

The multiplexing apabilities are given for eah node in the form of the allowed mini-

mum and maximum module level. The introdution of onnetion points in the demand

termination sites an be utilized very eÆiently in this phase sine these additional points

make possible to model the multiplexing-demultiplexing ativities partly assoiated to

the links (between two onnetion points) or partly assoiated to the nodes (between a

onnetion point and a demand endpoint or between the two - optial and mirowave -

onnetion points of the given node).

Considering the iruit demands and the possible node module levels the grouping
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optimization is arried out from the lowest to the highest module level (e:g: from the

�rst to the fourth module level in PDH networks), subsequently. In every level there are

di�erent opening and losing thresholds of a module.

Two basi approahes are used for the heuristi optimization of iruit grouping. The

�rst one is formed for the fast and simple solution of this task. In this ase only two

possible forms of realization an be generated for a given iruit demand:

- if the demands between a node pair are greater than the opening threshold of the

given module level, the demands are grouped together and they are routed between the

two nodes without demultiplexing (end-to-end grouping),

- if the demands are not great enough, they are demultiplexed and multiplexed in

every nodes between the two terminals where the minimum module level allows the

demultiplexing (setion-by-setion grouping).

The other solution is a more ompliated free optimization of the grouping. In this

ase the handling of great demands starts similarly to the former one. However, if the

demand is not great enough, then the optimization of inserting a single multiplexing-

demultiplexing point is initialized taking into aount the realizing possibilities. In this

ase at every module level the longer demands are investigated �rst. The optimal point

is deided by the length in term of setions, by the size of the bundle or both, by the

minimal module level of the nodes between the two terminals, or by other priority rules.

This proedure is rather time onsuming but the amount of multiplex equipment an be

signi�antly dereased in networks of real size.

In both grouping versions there is a further opportunity in PLANET for a postop-

timization step to eliminate the unneessary demultiplexing and multiplexing points of

demands.

As a result of this optimization, module routes are generated at every level. The

graphial doumentation of the highest level relations is one of the interesting features
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of PLANET as it is demonstrated in Figure 4. In the drawing the boxes represent the

nodes of the network where the onnetion points and the demand termination points

of a given node are merged into a single box. The lines ending in a box orrespond to

the unmultiplexed fourth level bundles while the lines rossing the boxes desribe the

ross-onneted systems.

The speiality of the doumentation is the semi-automati generation of this drawing

based on the grouping results. The only manual ativity required from the user is the

modi�ation of the plaement of the boxes in order to improve the view of the AutoCad

�gure.

B. Equipment assignment

The objetive of the assignment step is to de�ne the detailed payload of eah equipment.

Eah demand an enter a transmission system at the demand unit (e.g. 2, 8, 34, or

140 Mbps). In the reent version of PLANET the assignment is determined with the

onstraints of the grouping solution, but there are possibilities for �nding other solutions

(e.g. onsidering reliability aspets). In the latter ase the number of equipment an

inrease and the result an be onsidered as a re�ned network dimensioning.

In this step the demand assignment, the ross-onnet funtions and the graphial

doumentation are determined. The result of this planning phase is demonstrated in

Figure 5, where the terminal and transit demands of a given equipment an be realized

on the di�erent module levels.

VI. PLANNING PROCESSES

As it was mentioned in the previous setions, three main planning ativities onsidering

the perspetive of planning an be distinguished, namely:

- long-term planning,
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- medium-term planning,

- short-term planning.

In the following these three planning proesses are disussed in details. The main

objetives, the input data, the planning ativities and the planning results to be obtained

are summarized, respetively.

A. Long-term planning with PLANET

The aim of the long-term planning proess is to determine the optimal network struture.

The usual role of the long-term planning in the whole planning proess is identi�ed as

the hoie of a target network for the end of a tehnologial development period.

An important onsequene derived from the objetive of this planning proess is the

unertainty of the input data sine for a longer period both the servie demands as well

as the tehnologial and ost parameters of network development an be foreseen only

very roughly. Thus in pratie, the real aim of the long-term planning an never be the

onstrution of a ost-optimal network, but it must assist in studying a great number of

development senarios and obtaining as exible target network struture as possible.

The input data needed by long-term planning are the nodes (demand endpoints,

topologial points), the tehnial and geographial onstraints faing the formation of

topology, the traÆ demand versions of di�erent kinds of servies, the seurity require-

ments, the tehnial and ost harateristis of potential equipment.

The steps that must be arried out are determined by the objetives and the possibil-

ities, i.e. these planning steps are basially foused on the topologial optimization. The

elements of the long-term planning proess are shown in Figure 6. The �rst two bloks

over the topologial optimization steps desribed in Setion IV. In the third blok the

simplest version of grouping is applied in order to obtain approximate equipment ombi-

nations and osts, while the fourth one is established for the evaluation and omparison
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of the plan versions from some points of view (e.g. ost, reliability, robustness, exibility,

et.).

The results of the long-term planning basially appear in the form of the topology of

the exible target network with approximate edge apaities and with the main equip-

ment alloation solution. Naturally, the target network an never be onsidered as an

existing future network to be realized at the given planning date, its basi funtion is

the strutural orientation for the shorter time developments.

The elements of PLANET provide eÆient support in the long term planning. The

database and the planbase help the user to build up di�erent visions of the network while

the planning and the analysis parts assist the topologial optimization, the simpli�ed

grouping method makes possible the determination of the approximate ost of the target

network, where the results an be mainly used for the omparison of di�erent alternatives

and not for the determination of the real amount of the neessary investment.

B. Medium-term planning with PLANET

The medium-term planning is subjet to the determination of plans for maximum 5

years. For this period existing and new servie demands, tehnologial possibilities and

onstraints, as well as �nanial (state and/or ompany) possibilities are quite well known,

and di�ering from the target network planning, the impat of the existing network on

the possible solution is very signi�ant.

The medium-term planning proess needs demands, seurity requirements for the

planning period, tehnial and ost data of equipment to be implemented, target network

struture from the long-term planning and detailed desription of the existing network

(a result of an appropriate short-term planning), as input data.

The PLANET based medium-term planning proess is arried out in two ways. If

the medium-term period is the �rst one of a new long-term period introduing new
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tehnology, the existing network is onsidered as the realized demands and the links with

the atual transmission apaities only. In this ase an overlay network is determined

(e.g. SDH introdution). The planning proess must handle the development of a parallel

network but sine it is at a beginning phase, the new network an be planned similarly

to the long-term planning proess. However having the target network the medium-term

planning proess di�ers from the long-term one beause in this ase the emphasis is put

on the determination of edges to be realized in the medium-term period, as well as on the

detailed solution of routing, grouping and equipment assignment instead of the network

optimization.

If there is no hange in the tehnology within a given medium-term planning period

the existing network will additionally desribe the grouping (and impliitly the routing),

as well. (This has been the situation in the digital PDH network development lately.)

In this ase the e�etive planning phase is preeded by a preproessing step in whih the

existing network topology an be supplemented with new links taking into onsideration

the target network arhiteture in order to onnet new demand endpoints or improve the

onnetivity (if needed). The proedure aording to whih the medium term planning

is realized in the seond ase is depited in Figure 7.

The iruit demands for the planning period are determined by the traÆ planning

proess and the usual task of the medium-term planning in this ase is to realize the

inrease of demands. Sometimes the evolution of the existing network towards the target

one needs the modi�ation of existing demand realizations. These demands should be

rerouted with the new demands aording to the new requirements.

The routing proess of medium-term planning is based on the routing module of

PLANET (desribed in part IV.C), but it takes into aount the existing free transmis-

sion apaities of the links. In ase of saturation (when the free apaity is less than

the demand to be routed) investments are allowed (with inreased linear ost) or the
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saturated edge an be exluded from the further routing, optionally. At the end of this

planning proess the solutions of grouping is also arried out. The grouping proess is

based on the grouping module of PLANET, but takes into aount the existing multiplex

struture and tries to �ll the existing free bundles before opening a new one. The equip-

ment assignment is proessed in order to re�ne network dimensioning and determine the

approximate network ost.

The �nal deisions in the medium-term planning are based on the evaluation and

omparisons of di�erent planning alternatives. The result desribes the optimal evolu-

tion of the network, the implementation of new edges, equipment, demands, and the

modi�ation of the realization and utilization of the existing demands and equipment.

C. Short-term planning with PLANET

The short-term planning is the preparation of the investments for the near future taking

into aount the atual �nanial and tehnologial onstraints. As far as the long-term

and the medium-term planning steps optimize the network from di�erent aspets the

short-term planning only gives the dimensions of the network and provides huge and

detailed doumentation for the installation. A series of the short-term plans is a year-

by-year deomposition of an optimal medium-term plan. The elements of the short-term

planning proess are shown in Figure 8.

The input data of the short-term planning inlude demands for the planning year, ost

and equipment data, the detailed desription of the existing network (demands, apa-

ities, detailed equipment assignment), the evolution and multiplexing poliy aording

to the optimal medium-term plan.

The planning parameters for the grouping originate from the grouping poliy opti-

mized in the medium-term planning. At the end of the short-term planning the detailed

payload of eah equipment is determined with the help of the equipment assignment
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module of PLANET.

VII. APPLICATIONS OF PLANET

As it was mentioned the development of PLANET was started in 1989. Sine 1991 it

has been used in PKI-TDI and it has been ontinuously developed. At the moment the

PLANET system onsists of more than 27 Mbytes of 200 exeutable programs and about

10 Mbytes of more than 800 Pasal, C and Assembler soure �les.

The appliations of PLANET over a wide range of planning ativities at PKI-TDI.

Here only the most important examples are summarized.

A. Hungarian digital bakbone network

During the last few years PLANET has been applied many times in the planning of the

digital bakbone network. Long-term plans for 2000, medium-term plans for 1996 and

short term plans for 1993, 1994 have been developed together with about 50 versions.

The topologial optimization, the node-disjoint multirouting, the two basi grouping

poliies and the equipment assignment method as well as the automati doumentation

tools have been applied.

The network onsists of 56 swithing nodes (9 seondery and 47 primary points),

and about 100 optial and mirowave links. The results are illustrated in Figure 3 and

5, where the long-term network topology and the short term equipment assignment are

depited.

B. Budapest trunk network

There have been similar investigations relating to the Budapest network development.

The investigated networks an be haraterized by 27 exhanges and about 50 further
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topologial points, with about 120 optial and mirowave links. The de�ned node models

help the planners to study di�erent grouping versions. Long term plans for 2000 and

medium-term plans for 1994-96 have been obtained with about 20 plan versions.

The investigations resulted in the digital target topology, as well as the routing and

grouping solutions. Up to now, the equipment assignment method was not applied for

the Budapest trunk network. The target network topology and a part of the medium

term grouping solution are demonstrated in Figure 9 and 4.

Besides the transmission plans, a detailed traÆ simulation study of the Budapest

network has been also arried out. The network inludes (logially one, physially two)

tandem, interurban and international exhanges with hierarhial alternate routing from

the point of view of traÆ.

The question for the traÆ simulation has been established as the study of very

intensive development from 20 to 40 swithing exhanges where digital ones with full

aessibility and rossbar ones (ARF 102) with limited aessibility exist, and they have

to be taken into onsideration in the near future, too. The integrated simulation tools

have provided possibility to verify the traÆ plans in two levels ([9℄):

- simulation of outgoing traÆ of ARF 102 swithing entre,

- traÆ simulation of network with hierarhial, alternate routing.

Using this element of PLANET, users have been able to obtain results not only for

the network level, but for evaluation of the e�et of the grading in the rossbar exhanges

in real network environment, as well.

VIII. ONGOING DEVELOPMENTS - SDH NETWORK PLANNING

As it was mentioned PLANET forms not only a losed software tool for the atual net-

work planning ativities but it means a frame for future developments, as well. The
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major part of the ongoing developments onerns the SDH (Synhronous Digital Hier-

arhy) network planning.

New bloks of PLANET are being developed to help planning and dimensioning

ADM (Add-Drop Multiplexer) based self-healing rings (on equipment level). The mod-

ule inludes two dimensioning methods. A draft one is based on the iruit routing

on di�erent kinds of self-healing rings (unidiretional, bidiretional), and an integrated

routing-grouping proess for detailed dimensioning. This proess an provide detailed

payload of ADM ports proessing the equipment assignment, optionally.

The implemented routing and grouping modules of PLANET an be applied for

planning of DXC (Digital Cross-onnet) based meshed networks without major mod-

i�ations. A new blok is under development for standby network planning, DXC di-

mensioning and equipment assignment will omplete the planning tools aiming at DXC

based meshed networks.

The new modules are developed and implemented aording to two new planning

proesses. An SDH target network optimization proess an be established with the help

of a hierarhial SDH network desription, where graphial user interfae and the basi

SDH network struture dimensioning methods an be applied. Due to the omplexity

of the problem no diret struture optimization is implemented, only the evaluation and

omparison of user de�ned strutures are planned to be available.

A mixed PDH-SDH (PDH: Plesiohronous Digital Hierarhy) network planning pro-

ess is also being implemented to evaluate introdution strategies. This planning proess

ombines the elements of SDH target network evaluation and the PDH medium-term

planning proesses.

Some basi SDH planning methods were implemented in 1992, and have been applied

in the investigation of the SDH target network arhiteture and mixed PDH-SDH network

planning in Budapest. The investigated network an be haraterized with 41 exhanges
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on 30 sites with two tandem, interurban and international exhanges. In the suessful

appliation several network strutures were evaluated in a wide range of iruit demands

from 4450 to 11167 2 Mbps units. Taking into onsideration tehnial, eonomial and

evolutional aspets a two-level hierarhial network struture was found as an optimum

(see Figure 10). There are �ve ADM based rings with double homing on the lower level,

(four nodes in two di�erent rings without DXC apabilities for ring apaity reasons)

and a DXC based full mesh with four nodes on the higher level. The experienes of the

appliation have provided useful information of how the SDH network planning modules

and proesses an be improved this year. The integration of the SDH planning modules

and proesses into the PLANET frame is in progress.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

PLANET is a software tool for the omputer aided planning of teleommuniation net-

works, and it is introdued in the everyday planning ativity of the PKI Teleommuni-

ation Development Institute of Hungarian Teleom Company.

Up to now, the appliation of PLANET have fored to use a more preise model

generation than the earlier manual solutions, and PLANET assists the user in obtaining

a ouple of results within a very short time (hours) after modeling a new problem.

However, PLANET an be onsidered not only as an existing planning tool, but as

a frame for the realization of new planning phases and methods, as well. Some further

bloks under preparation are as follows:

- network reliability analysis (RELNET),

- SDH network planning,

- traÆ analysis and network simulation with nonhierarhial traÆ routing.

Finally, it an be mentioned that the implementation of PLANET on workstations
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has been also prepared in order to build up a more powerful tool for the atual planning

problems with more preise models and for the new planning issues, as well.
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The arhiteture of PLANET
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Node end edge modeling with PLANET
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Figure 3.

The graphial result of the topologial planning
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The graphial result of the grouping step
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The graphial result of the equipment assignment step
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The elements of the long term planning proess
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The elements of the medium term planning proess
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The elements of the short term planning proess
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Long-term Budapest topology
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A possible arhiteture of the Budapest SDH network
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